Questions about this measurement sheet can be submitted to EHeintzinger@pointpark.edu. Please make your best effort to complete these prior to arrival.

1. **Bust/Chest**:______________ *Fullest part of the bust or chest.*

2. **Waist**:______________ *NATURAL waist, not the wearing waist.*

3. **Hips**:______________ *Fullest part of the hips*

4. **Full Girth**: ___________ *Starting at the right shoulder, take the tape between the legs and back up to meet the start of the tape at the right shoulder.*

5. **Inseam**:______________ *Having the student hold the tape at the apex of their legs, measure to the floor*

6. **Height**:______________ *Standing Straight against the wall, measure the student from the floor to the top of their head.*

7. **Weight**:______________ *A recent weigh-in from the doctor’s office is fine.*

8. **Leotard Size**:______________

9. **Tops: (SML)**______________

10. **Bottoms (W/IS or 2, 4, 6)**:______________

**NOTE:** All performers must bring:  
**Males:** NUDE Dance Belt  
**FEMALES:** NUDE Dance Thong